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Figure 1: Prototypical routing application with a reachability request. The example shows the maximum remaining 
cruising range with a State of Charge (SOC) of 20 Wh from an arbitrary location in Zurich. 

Give it a shot on: ebikes.dominikbucher.com 



Electric bicycles offer a convenient transport alternative for short to medium distance travels. Due to 

their small size, low cost, and environment-friendly nature, the number of sold bikes is increasing stead-

ily, not only for private use, but also for company fleets, free-floating mobility systems, and bike-sharing 

providers. This increment leads to an increased need for planning systems. On the one hand, people 

are interested in knowing which routes to take in order to maximize the distance they can drive with a 

certain battery charge. On the other hand, it is becoming increasingly important to predict the cruising 

range in a situational context, including road network properties, personal preferences and restrictions, 

or weather conditions. This information is not only valuable for individual users of route planning and 

navigation systems. It is highly relevant, for example, both for fleet managers, who need to recharge, 

move and replace bicycles and for urban planners, who can use it for the designation of new bicycle 

routes or to determine the locations of new e-bike stations in a bike sharing system. 

In my thesis, I present a novel static energy model for electric bicycles, which allows me to compute 

energy requirements for arbitrary street segments in an automated processing pipeline (ArcGIS Model 

Builder), given contextual information such as an Open Street Map (OSM) road network, a digital ele-

vation model (DEM) and parameters like weight, desired speed (through iteration), ambient temperature, 

or the presence of a recuperation mechanism. The hereby built route graph is embedded within a stand-

alone routing application accessing the generated data from the object-relational database management 

system (ORDBMS) PostgreSQL (extended by PostGIS and ArcSDE). 

This application was developed not only to validate and optimize the predicted data through test drives, 

but also to display an energy optimized route choice or an estimation of the remaining cruising range 

accurately (cf. Figure 1 and Figure 2). Therefore, I employed an implementation of the Bellman-Ford 

Algorithm (written in Rust), which is capable of processing negative edge weights that emerge due to 

energy recovery in recuperation mode. 

Figure 2: Prototypical application with a routing request from ETH Hönggerberg to ETH Centre. This application takes 
into account recovered energy caused by recuperation in downhill segments. 



Using data recorded during the first test session with a bike without recuperation ability, I tuned param-

eters such as the motor efficiency, to increase the model fit (cf. Figure 3 and Figure 4). Since the pro-

vided specifications of a recuperation-enabled e-bike used in the second test session were more de-

tailed (specific values for the motor efficiency at different torques and velocities), all parameters were 

predefined and not adjusted throughout these subsequent tests. Out of five repetitive test drives on three 

routes for each series of tests, the average deviation between measured and modelled values is about 

7 % for the first test session and approximately 25 % for the second test session. 

 

Figure 3: The Test Tracks. The Map shows all routes with the modelled energy consumption per street segment 
for the first test session with an e-bike without recuperation. 

For further research, one could develop an application for real-time navigation systems, which might 

switch from shortest route into energy-saving mode – knowing the required energy for the remaining 

distance. Consequently, a previously assumed inaccessible target at a certain low state of charge could 

still be reached. 

 

Figure 4: The Diagram shows the energy consumption during the first test session with a bike without recuperation 
mechanism. Measured and modelled values are compared. Additional test drives with a bike with recuperation were 
performed. 
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